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Kiss

your bus goodbye!
Loved by many planners, the urban transit bus is outsized, ungainly,
disdained, and underused. Its function is critical for cities but its
physical and network form is increasingly undesirable. Fortunately,
predicts Bern Grush, it won’t be needed much longer…
Illustration courtesy of Ben White

T

he city bus is a critical urban resource. Transit systems,
including buses, stimulate economic development, create
jobs, get people to work, reduce traffic congestion, foster
more livable communities, boost real-estate values, ensure
safety, and enhance mobility for those who do not (or cannot) drive.
Under the right average load circumstances, they reduce energy
consumption and are easier on air quality measures. But such
conditions are seldom met in the USA, and it has been argued by
Thomas Rubin that relative to the personal automobile, public
bus transit doesn’t reduce greenhouse gas emissions either.[1]

Crucial factors

Regardless, autonomous rubber-tired transit remains crucial
in those urbanizations expecting or promoting densification,
reduction of personal automotive travel, aging-in-place and
other lifestyle shifts enumerated in The Great Inversion.[2] Inversion
describes the reversal of the multi-decade trend for family, money
and maturity to move to the suburbs. Some of this is younger
people who are slower than previous generations to own personal
vehicles; older people embarking on their post-driving years; and
those wishing to adopt a car-free or car-sharing lifestyle. This
matters as a portion of these people will consume more public
transportation – and many hope this portion will be significant.
The car, too, is a vital urban resource, stimulating economic
development, creating jobs, shortening travel times, increasing job
reach, providing more choice of housing location (a countervailing
‘livability’ argument among some demographic cohorts), boosting
real-estate values (albeit sprawl), and enhancing mobility for those
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who can afford them. Measured by its mass
adoption rate relative to the bus, the car is
currently the more critical resource.
The automobile is also undergoing far
more rapid innovation and, as Rubin points
out, is currently the cleaner environmental
performer per passenger mile (in the USA)
compared with the bus. As we expect to move
toward increasing energy efficiency for the
private automobile, the car-bus comparison
will increasingly favor the car, unless
there is a dramatic upswing in off-peak
bus ridership. An increase in bus use may
be what planners and urban advocates
wish, but that is not what we are seeing.

(Right) When
we have 100%
driverless
roadways, complex
traffic management
scenes like this will
become distant
memories – as did
the 19th century
scenes of horse and
carriage congestion
(Bottom) Bus
unlinked passenger
trips (UPT), as
distinct from bus
revenue miles,
continues to fall
even as total
transit UPT grows
and automotive
VMT is flat. Is the
bus dying?

Not so much to choose from…

Although it’s inconceivable going forward
without shared, urban transit systems, the
50-passenger city bus is an endangered
species. With few exceptions – NYC
is notable – bus transit use continues
to erode in the USA (see graph below).
They’re getting more expensive to buy
and operate, and are getting heavier
as alternative propulsion systems are
adopted. They’ve also lost a few seats as
wheel wells intrude into seating areas to
lower floors for accessible loading, and
over the past decades they have generally
been getting emptier still.
The car has even more problems though.
It was associated with 369,000 deaths in the
USA from 2001 to 2010. Around 50% of its
total lifecycle footprint is in its manufacture
and another portion in its disposal. And it
burdens us with an additional, even larger
problem that’s wildly mismanaged: parking.
The average car is parked more than 95% of
its useful life – if you count parking a useful
activity – and the fully accounted carbon
footprint of parking infrastructure far
outweighs the aggregated footprint
of all of our automotive driving.
Giving over a large portion of urban
space to storing privately owned cars
also distorts urban land values and rents,
harming lower-income earners and pushing
them further from the urban core. But

Ehrenhalt describes inversion as wealth moving back to the center,
so to the extent he is right, the bus is further threatened as its use is
negatively correlated with wealth. Again, the bus loses to the car.
The advantages of automobility may have plateaued – they are
certainly tarnished for many – but they will not be wished away,
and we are likely to continue seeing an outsized number of personal
passenger vehicle trips. The big question is, can we make those
trips with fewer vehicles and with less parking?
According to the 2010 Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA)
National Transit Summaries and Trends, transit revenue miles (all
types) increased by 18% between 2001 and 2010. Growth, in order of
increase, was experienced by vanpools, light rail, demand response
(including taxis) and commuter rail. Bus revenue miles increased
the least – only 5.3%. This is comparable to the nationwide increase
in automotive VMT of 6.1% over the same period. Bus use is in
relative decline even as its costs climb. What appears anomalous is
that from 2001-2010, bus revenue miles increased 5.3% (FTA) while
bus UPT fell 4% (APTA) with all of the fall in 2008-2010. That could
mean fewer people use the bus, and now live further from their jobs
– i.e. the plight of lower-income workers in a recession. It’s also been
suggested that transit riders, especially bus riders, are last hired and
first fired. Either way, it’s another loss for the bus.

Where from here?
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UPT = Unlinked
passenger trips
VMT = Vehicle miles traveled
NOTE: Two y axes use
different units (left = UPT,
right = VMT)
• Car VMT failing
• Total UPT rising (not shown)
• Bus UPT failing (includes
demand response)
Ratio of bus UPT to total
UPT fell to 55% from 62% from
2001-2010 (not shown)
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The bus’s problem is that it’s large, has fixed routes, needs to service
non-uniform demand, arrives infrequently, is underused, expensive
to purchase and operate and is the modality of last resort. But the
car is unsafe, congested and smothers our cities while waiting for its
owner to move it to its next parking location and is the modality of
first choice. And both buses and cars are hard on the environment.
But to make matters worse, innovation in bus design is dwarfed
by that of the personal automobile. As buses in the USA run with an
average of only nine passengers, the environmental advantages of
the rush-hour bus are as much overshadowed by the increasingly
cleaner automobile as they are negated by the near-empty off-peak
bus. Reducing off-peak bus operations – to which cash-strapped
transportation authorities now resort – encourages further car
use and further erodes the bus’s role. Both bus and car use are
dominated by positive feedback cycles, and both are driven by the
car’s success. Each automotive advance widens the gap so the 20th
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The advantages of
automobility may have
plateaued … But they
will not be wished away
(Bottom right)
Shared, driverless
cars would spend
more time on the
road and less time
parked, meaning
that we would need
many fewer cars
for the same
volume of VMT

environments, with the same driver
mentality, using the same road and parking
facilities, and under the same driving
and parking regulations, it would simply
continue the bully tradition of its
IC engine predecessor, albeit with fewer
emissions. The greater problem is that
automotive engineering needs to look
past the singular focus on the automotive
powertrain, or congestion will get worse.

Sebastian and Google
century bus can’t win in the 21st century city without government
coercion. In any case, the 21st century city will remain dominated
by the 21st century car, so how can we ﬁx the 21st century bus?
With an environmental focus, attention has been lavished and
hope pinned on the electric vehicle (EV), which is expected to make
automobility more sustainable, i.e. environmentally less harmful. It
will also make automobility yet more desirable, again favoring the
private automobile in the bus-versus-car debate. This will redouble
the positive feedback loop for automobility and worsen road
and parking congestion. If the EV is deployed in the same urban

Dr Paul Sorensen
Dr Sorensen is a researcher
and associate director of the
Transportation, Space, and
Technology Program at the
RAND Corporation

T

he vision of driverless
cars replacing buses is
intriguing, appealing on
many fronts, and perhaps
inevitable. With the rapid
rate of progress being made
by Google and others, it’s
not difficult to imagine that
the technology required to
support fleets of self-driving
vehicles will be in place by
2025. Far less clear, though,
is whether our regulatory
systems will be able to
adapt by then. Developing a
legal framework to address
liability issues should be a
priority for policymakers.
In addition to supplanting
underutilized bus transit,

it seems likely that
autonomous vehicles will
result in a merging of carsharing and taxi service
as well (with the former
advancing to replace the
latter). The resulting service
would be cheaper than a taxi
– no need to pay for a driver
– and more convenient than
current car-sharing, with the
ability to be picked up and
dropped off anywhere.
Driverless car-sharing
would also eliminate the
high fixed costs of auto
ownership, to be replaced
by higher marginal costs for
each trip. For current vehicle
owners switching to carsharing, this would create
an incentive to reduce total
vehicle travel, potentially
helping to mitigate traffic
congestion. This effect
is uncertain, though, as

driverless car-sharing could
also increase vehicle travel
among those who do not
currently own a car.
And it would be an
excellent market for EVs.
The cost of electricity on a
per-mile basis is much less
than gasoline or diesel to
power a conventional vehicle,
but EVs also cost much more
and offer relatively limited
range between recharging.
The ideal application for EVs
thus involves relatively short
trips between recharging
opportunities combined
with high annual mileage to
amortize the vehicle price
premium – very different
from the travel patterns of
a typical prospective owner,
but just what you would
see in a fleet of shared
autonomous vehicles serving
urban mobility needs.

But an added, companion technology will
play a larger and even more eﬀective role
than ﬂeet electriﬁcation in addressing the
combined weaknesses in the competing
systems of autonomous private vehicle
and city-bus transit: the driverless vehicle.
Inventor Sebastian Thrun describes the
value of the Google Driverless Car from a
safety perspective, because machines (when
perfected) do not make the number and
nature of mistakes humans make. And from
a congestion perspective (when pervasive),
as machine reaction times would allow
us to reduce headway so that current road
infrastructure could carry (according
to Thrun’s assertion) twice the traﬃc.
He also imagines you could take a
driverless vehicle to work, disembark,
then send it home to take the kids to school.
That would save a parking spot, reduce
the family car count by one, but generate
more traﬃc. It is also naïve to assume
that a signiﬁcant number of families could
schedule a couple of jobs and a school or
two so cleverly that a single vehicle would
readily work out. Although some driverless
vehicles will certainly be privately
owned (and parked 95% of the time), this
technology will have its most dramatic
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Automobility is a sociological
force, and the driverless vehicle
will end up being much more
about society than about technology
advantage for shared vehicles – especially
taxis, vanpools, jitneys and other demand
vehicles that now require dedicated,
expensive and imperfect drivers.

The driverless jitney

A fantasy since at least the 1939 World’s Fair,
the driverless car has a strong pedigree.
It was funded in numerous university
research programs since the 1980s, with
more than US$1 billion invested into the
European Commission’s road safetyfocused EUREKA PROMETHEUS Project
on autonomous vehicles from 1987-1995.
Thrun started his robotic car research
in 2004, entering the DARPA Grand
Challenge prize competition for the
driverless vehicle. A year later, Thrun’s
Stanford team beat Carnegie Mellon’s team
by a slim 11-minute margin over seven
hours. Two more entries followed 10 and
15 minutes later. Although several other
groups are making headway in solving
this problem, the DARPA margins alone
say there is ample room for competition
and innovation and that Thrun’s
achievement is one whose time has come.
We can count on this – with or without
Thrun’s undoubted genius and tenacity.

Driverless society

Most see the automobile as technology –
whether cool, horrific or just utilitarian. But
automobility is a sociological force, and the
driverless vehicle will end up being much
more about society than technology. The
car we have known structures our cities,
accelerates environmental harms, organizes
us demographically, breeds obesity, isolates
communities, provides greater job reach
and opportunity, expands lifestyle choices,
influences attitudes and entitlements, and

(Top left) Sebastian
Thrun was director
of the Stanford
AI Lab (SAIL) in
California and
won the 2005
DARPA Grand
Challenge along
with the Stanford
Racing Team and
‘Stanley’ (Below
left) Thrun would
later go on to help
develop Google’s
much-publicized
Driverless Car

many things we often lose sight of. It even indirectly justifies
wars, hence ironic that the US$2 million DARPA prize Thrun won
in 2005 was from the US Department of Defense.
The first response to the self-driving vehicle is usually fear
of not being in control. Thrun points out that the tolerance for
accidents while under driverless control will be far less than that
under human control, and we know that all 369,000 of the US traffic
deaths in the decade ending in 2010 involved human control. The
driverless vehicle will have to evidence a near-zero accident rate
for millions of miles in all sorts of conditions before it becomes
pervasive. This may take another five to seven years. Thrun
himself said, “The car will be ready when the car is ready,” as he
pointed out that his team still needs to address driving in snow
and avoiding obstacles such as a mattress in the roadway.
The second response, ‘Not for me – I enjoy driving’, may be
true but three things will change this attitude. People who give
up driving will have more time for other work, social or leisure
activities while traveling – already a reason the iPad generation
prefers public transit. Secondly, those in driverless
cars will notice trips are more time- and
power-efficient due to constant optimization.
But most importantly, insurance rates will be
lower as death and injuries fall dramatically.
The third response – ‘It’ll never be
allowed’ – is evaporating as one state,

Professor Phil Charles
Phil Charles is professor of
Transport at the University
of Queensland, Australia

A

lthough similar in
terms of standard of
living, Australia has
many differences to the USA
– a much lower population
density and tax base;
vehicles, labor and fuel
are more expensive; and
there are fewer freeways.
In the eight-year period to
2008, public transport (bus
and rail) grew by 24.9% in
Australian capital cities due
to many factors, primarily
increased investment by
governments into public
transport service levels and
increasing road congestion.
Urban public transport is
about moving large numbers

of people. Current systems
and technologies need to
evolve to be effective into the
future. Having large buses
serving fixed routes and
providing services that don’t
match demand must change
– and in Australia they are.
Different types of services,
routes and frequencies are
being deployed to match
demands with much success.
There is no simple answer
to the challenge of moving
people in major urban areas.
A combination of large buses
(200-seater buses are in
regular use in Brisbane),
regular-sized and smaller
buses are needed to match
demand. Frequency of
services varied according to
demand, with greater use of
demand-responsive services

during certain times of the
day and in specific areas.
Increasing patronage
requires improved levels of
service – one major shift
available from technology
is providing comprehensive,
accessible and real-time
information on services.
Reliability of services,
smooth interchanges and
comparable travel times
to the car are critical.
Work patterns should
change to spread the demand
and avoid the ‘super’ peak
periods, developing dispersed
employment activity centers
across the city, to move away
from a few concentrated
business districts.
Reports of the death of
public bus transport are
greatly exaggerated!
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Nevada, has provided the first license for
one of these machines as of May 7, 2012.

2020-2030

Once the EV becomes a staple of our
urban transportation fleets, self-driving
EVs (SDEVs) operated by entities such as
Zipcar, Hertz or Yellow Cab – and by our
municipalities – will soon form the bulk of
non-rail public transit in most cities, with
large-format buses relegated to increasingly
specialized roles. They’ll cluster around
charging stations or battery swaps. They’ll
automatically respond to calls then return
to a charging station or continue to another
call. They’ll self-distribute and self-assign
based on distance, residual charge and
customer demand. Time and energy
use would be optimized subject only to
customer service performance. Vehicle
sizes might range from 2-10 passengers
and likewise be optimally assigned. Vehicle
load-balancing among operators would
further optimize energy and congestion.
SDEVs would also know when to take
themselves to maintenance bays.
Depending on willingness to pay,
some riders might specify ‘no sharing’
or an upscale vehicle; others the opposite.
In the event of sharing, the vehicle would
be able to divert from a direct path to pickup or drop-off a passenger along a route
(shared taxi). This would be constrained
by pre-agreed performance criteria, with
penalties involving reduced fares or future
credits – ‘30 minutes or free’, for instance.
Today, large groups of people are
constrained to use specific routes. Breaking
these into smaller groups provides more
room for optimization, each passenger
traveling fewer miles as routes become more
effectively optimized segments. No one
need wait through a 10-mile trip to complete
a seven-mile journey (an unconsidered
aspect in assessing the relative footprint
of bus use). SDEVS can stop in many more
locations for both pick-up and drop-off,
with your front door effectively becoming
your own bus shelter in bad weather. They
can also be constrained to paved, marked
roads to ensure safety.

(Right) Many auto
execs believe the
industry is on the
cusp of welcoming
vehicles that
make the idea of
keeping both hands
on the wheel an
anachronism

Self-driving EVs … would soon form
the bulk of non-rail public transit in
most cities, with large-format buses
relegated to increasingly specialized roles

In the SARTRE
project, on the
roads outside
Barcelona, Volvo
recently used three
vehicles that drove
autonomously
following a truck
for 200km at
85km/h

Variable trip pricing can spread peak-hour loads, so there
would be no need to replace traditional buses on a seat-count
basis, meaning the 50-seat bus that carries 70 riders for 60 minutes
each day would need far fewer than 50 seats in replacement.
Most SDEV trip segments would be relatively short. They’d
connect with both light and heavy rail lines and could connect at
SDEV hubs for cities without rail. Alternatively, convoys of SDEVs
could complement or replace light rail, reducing the cost of midvolume transit while greatly increasing its flexibility. For rail fans,
some SDEV trips could even be intercity, using platooning. These
would feature three to four vehicles and would reduce headway
space in the urban core – and intersection controls can be managed
to favor transit convoys as they do now for buses. On the highway,
of course, dozens or hundreds of vehicles could be convoyed.
Personal safety would be managed by video cameras, and
motion and sound detectors. Labor costs per passenger mile would
drop, but a dramatic increase in passenger miles would counter that
to retain employment numbers. The big loser would be parking. But
unless municipalities change the parking model, it’s already a loser.
Communities of 100 families could set up a mobility co-op
with 30 vehicles and a charging station – access restricted to
families and guests, and mileage-based user fees assessed at
the cost of operations and debt retirement. A new type of daily
self-reorganizing carpool would evolve. With social media, travelers
can list preferences – non-smoking, female-only, etc – to find
strangers to share. Such agglomerations would blur the distinction
between mass and personal transport, providing most of the
benefits and fewer of the downsides of each.
The skeptic will no doubt find fault with the enthusiasm for
such a vision but the optimist is more likely to see opportunities.
Vitally, there is no reason to think that the public transportation
of 2025 should be any less changed than the automobility of 2025.
Innovation, cost, convenience and consumption preferences will
drive these changes more than will sustainability. The driverless
vehicle can soon align these forces to move in the same direction. ●
• Bern Grush is the principal of Bern Grush Associates, Toronto
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